BOARD OF BIDS AND CONTRACTS JANUARY 31, 2019

DEFERRED AT JANUARY 24, 2019
BOARD OF BIDS AND CONTRACTS MEETING

ITEMS REQUIRING BOCC APPROVAL
(6 ITEMS)
1. MULTI-FUNCTION COPIERS, PRINTERS, AND EQUIPMENT APPLICABLE TO SCANNED DATA AND
MANAGEMENT, IMAGE DUPLICATING, AND RELATED SOLUTIONS, ACCESSORIES, SUPPLIES,
SERVICES -- VARIOUS COUNTY DEPARTMENTS
FUNDING -- VARIOUS COUNTY DEPARTMENTS
(Joint Governmental Purchase - Sourcewell Bid #083116; Contract 083116-KON)
#18-2065 Contract
Konica Minolta Business Solutions U.S.A., Inc.
Multi-function copiers, printers, and
equipment applicable to scanned data and
management, image duplicating, and
related solutions, accessories, supplies, and
services.

See Konica Minolta Business Solutions U.S.A., Inc.'s price list

On the recommendation of Joe Thomas, on behalf of various county departments, Angela Caudillo moved to establish
a contract with Konica Minolta Business Solutions U.S.A., Inc. based on Staples, Minnesota Sourcewell Bid
#083116; Contract 083116-KON good through April 01, 2019 with a one (1) year option to renew. Randy
Bargdill seconded the motion. The motion passed 4 to 1 with Richard Powell voting no.
Various county departments have expressed their need for multi-function printers and various solutions.
Note:
Sourcewell conducted a competitive solicitation process and received eight (8) sealed proposals.
Service Pricing will be locked in for 60 months (5 years) at a rate determined by machine model number and purchase
date.
Questions and Answers
Richard Powell: This question is for this item and item #3. Historically in the last few years, there has been a
purchasing contract through the State of Kansas where we have utilized that contract to buy the larger pieces of
equipment that had some very competitive pricing and also provided local service. How does this recommended
vendor measure up to the State of Kansas' contract? Is that contract still in place? Will we still be able to use it?
Josh Lauber: With State of Kansas, it was not known what the expiration of that was. In talking with Konica Minolta
and Canon, we went through the purchasing cooperative to find the best prices available. I don't know how State of
Kansas versus the cooperative will match in pricing due to the large amount of prices listed they gave us.
Richard Powell: Would that be the same answer for item #3? So we don't know if the Kansas contract is still in place?
We didn't do a price comparison between them and these vendors?
Kristen McGovern: I can look into that and get back with you with that information. Historically you have looked at
the State of Kansas?
Richard Powell: We just bought some in December.
Mike Fessinger: Just so you are aware board members, you can vote to defer this as well if you wish.
Ellen House: Why is it such a short contract if it's only good through April 1, 2019?
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Josh Lauber: The contract for this bid that we have been given pricing for this vendor had been established back in
2014 or 2015 I believe to the point of this expiration. We would have to wait until this contract is renewed to do a
joint governmental purchase to go on to that one. At this time we are seeking approval to get this current contract then
moving forward if the contract changed or has a new number, we would move forward with that.
Kristen McGovern: I think we are just assuming it is going to renew after the April date and we would do an
amendment to the current contract.
Linda Kizzire: Are these going to be delivered by a local vendor or will they be shipped and we have to pay a delivery
fee, set up fee? When we buy them locally, they bring them out and take care of all that for us.
Josh Lauber: We currently have two vendors for these items. Konica Minolta, which is on Murdock and Canon is also
based in Wichita. The servicing would still be in town.
Richard Powell: Since we know it's the same representation then will we fall not only under the price of the hardware
itself but part of the maintenance contract that the Treasurer spoke of incorporates the price per page charge and the
replacement of necessary parts, pieces, toner cartridges and things like that. Are these vendors going to offer similar or
same maintenance agreement and will the price be the same or better than the contracts we have now?
Josh Lauber: Specifically to Konica Minolta, they lock in their pricing for 60 months or five years after the purchase
of the machine and the price you pay per click is based upon the model you purchased. So if you have an item that is
purchased past five years, you would not be stipulated to be locked in to that price due to the increase of maintenance
costs incurred by a vendor.
Richard Powell: I don't know if that answered my question. We have existing contracts now that are a fraction of a
cent or a cent for black and white versus color copies. Will this contract be the same as or less than that or will it be
more?
Josh Lauber: I don't know without looking at the contract. I can get back to you on that.
Richard Powell: I know for our office we have a dozen or more Bizhubs and we have contracts in place that a cost
comparison could be made.
Kristen McGovern: Just so I understand your question correctly, for your existing equipment and your existing
charges that you have, you'd like to know how this contract would impact your existing. Is that correct?
Richard Powell: Exactly because we spend hundreds of thousands of dollars a year on copies. I'd like to know if it's
going to cost more or less.
Kristen McGovern: We'll get a list of what you have and we'll get you that information.
Note:
The question was asked whether the Sourcewell cooperative pricing was competitive to the State of Kansas. In further
research, no contract was discovered in the State of Kansas database for Konica Minolta. The two cooperatives
offered by Konica Minolta that can be utilized by Sedgwick County are AEPA (Association of Educational
Purchasing Agencies) and Sourcewell. The Sourcewell cooperative is the most competitive cooperative for Konica
Minolta products.
Sourcewell cooperative pricing will be sent under separate cover.
Questions and Answers from 1/31/19
Angela Caudillo: When this equipment is purchased, it is usually purchased with a contract per click and it's typically
for so long and there's so many built-in increases. So let's say that's for a specific period of time and you're not
completed with that period of time, upon approval of this would that change what's existing? When would those things
change?
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Joe Thomas: I believe what we were told was it would be based upon the purchase of new equipment. It would not
affect anything that was previously purchased.
Angela Caudillo: That would extend to the Canon as well?
Joe Thomas: Yes.
Richard Powell: In the research that was done it was noted there was no State of Kansas contract found. Is it possible
the two mentioned organizations, Sourcewell and AEPA, could those have been possibly vendors for the State of
Kansas? I'm almost certain we purchased things through a contract that was in place.
Joe Thomas: What we heard was a couple things. Sometimes they may pull another cooperative and use it. Konica
Minolta and Canon both said at times that the State of Kansas goes out for their own bids to see if they can get
anything better. The other thing we heard is about two months ago they put out a RFP to create a new cooperative
contract but put everything on hold. Canon and Konica Minolta and the other vendors said the State of Kansas told
them there was no decision made and everything was on hold. Maybe what they discovered is Sourcewell is the best
and they are just going to go with what we are going with. Does that answer your question hopefully?
Richard Powell: Somewhat. Thank you.
Russell Leeds: Just for clarification we are interested in contracting with Konica Minolta and Canon for what reason
for those particular brands?
Joe Thomas: Those are the brands that have been used the most in the past by departments. Instead of the departments
going individually and getting individual prices, we decided to find a cooperative. This just codifies that we want them
to give us the best price under a cooperative. We're trying to get the best value for these two brands, which seems to
be the most popular for our departments.
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2. MULTI-FUNCTION COPIERS, PRINTERS, AND EQUIPMENT APPLICABLE TO SCANNED DATA AND
MANAGEMENT, IMAGE DUPLICATING, AND RELATED SOLUTIONS, ACCESSORIES, SUPPLIES, AND
SERVICES -- VARIOUS COUNTY DEPARTMENTS
FUNDING -- VARIOUS COUNTY DEPARTMENTS
(Joint Governmental Purchase - National IPA Bid #18-020-DT; Contract FI-R-0251-18)
#19-2001 Contract
Canon Solutions America, Inc.
Multi-function copiers, printers, and
equipment applicable to scanned data
and management, image duplicating,
and related solutions, accessories,
supplies, and services.

See Canon Solutions America, Inc.'s price list

On the recommendation of Joe Thomas, on behalf of various county departments, Angela Caudillo moved to establish a
contract with Canon Solutions America, Inc. based on the county of DuPage, Illinois National IPA Bid #18-020-DT;
Contract FI-R-0251-18 good through September 30, 2023. Jennifer Dombaugh seconded the motion. The motion passed
4 to 1 with Richard Powell voting no.
Various county departments have expressed their need for multi-function printers and various solutions.
Note:
National IPA conducted a competitive solicitation process and received five (5) sealed proposals.
Service Pricing will be locked in for 60 months (5 years) at a rate determined by machine model number and purchase date.
The question was asked whether the National IPA cooperative pricing was competitive to the State of Kansas. In further
research, no current contract is available in the State of Kansas database for Canon. The last contract for Canon expired on
November 17, 2017. The three cooperatives offered by Canon that can be utilized by Sedgwick County are E & I
cooperative, NASPO, and National IPA. The National IPA cooperative is the most competitive cooperative for Canon
products.

National IPA cooperative pricing can be found at this URL:
http://www.nationalipa.org/Vendors/Pages/CanonSolutionsAmerica.aspx
Questions and Answers from 1/31/19
Russell Leeds: Purchases on this contract will be done with a local vendor?
Joe Thomas: Yes. There is local representation.
Russell Leeds: Service?
Joe Thomas: Yes.

BLACK & WHITE UNITS - HIGH VOLUME
Configuration
Canon IR-A6575ii
75 page per minute B/W
Stapling Finisher - V2
Fax Option
2 & 3 Hole Punch Option
Full Maintenance - Black & White
BLACK & WHITE UNITS - MID VOLUME
Configuration
Canon IR-A4535ii
Cassette Feed Unit / additional paper drawers
Stapling Finisher - V2
Buffer Pass
Fax Option
2 & 3 Hole Punch Option
Full Maintenance - Black & White
COLOR UNITS - LOW to LOWER MID Volume
Configuration
Canon IR-C3525ii
Console System Cabinet
Stapling Finisher
Fax Option
2 & 3 Hole Punch Option
Full Maintenance - Black & White
Full Maintenance - Color
COLOR UNITS - MID Volume
Configuration
Canon IR-C5540II
40 page per minute COLOR
Stapling Finisher
Buffer Pass
Paper Deck / Large Capacity Drawer
Fax Option
2 & 3 Hole Punch Option
Full Maintenance - Black & White
Full Maintenance - Color

NNIPA / CSA pricePAE
Item Costs
6,892.02
included in above price
507.09
429.93
0.004
NNIPA / CSA pricePAE
Item Costs
3,938.30
included in above price
included in above price
included in above price
507.09
included in above price
0.005
NIPA/CSA price
Item Costs
$3,463.00
included in above price
included in above price
397.06
337.29
0.0077
0.055
NIPA/CSA price
Item Costs
$3,971.21 $
750.18
103.86
504.75
441.00
349.00
0.0070
0.0420

E&I
Item Costs

NASPO
Item Costs

10,500.00
1,646.00
494.00
464.00
$41.00 month + 0.004
E&I
Item Costs
4,169.00
included in above price
1,482.00
167.00
494.00
464.00
$7.00 month + 0.0076
E&I
Item Costs
$4,445.00
included in above price
included in above price
496.00
464.00
$11.00 month + 0.0103
0.0693
E&I
Item Costs
7,310.00
1,482.00
167.00
823.00
494.00
464.00
0.0086
0.0474

Implications

9,090.00 NIPA/CSA price is lowest
1750.00
467.00
496.00
0.0059 NIPA/CSA maintenance price is lowest
NASPO
Item Costs

Implications

4,582.00 NIPA/CSA price is lowest
included in above price
1419.00
156.00
467.00
496.00
0.0081 NIPA/CSA maintenance price is lowest
NASPO
Item Costs

Implications

$4,487.00 NIPA/CSA price is lowest
included in above price
included in above price
467.00
496.00
0.0106 NIPA/CSA maintenanc price is lowest
0.0780 NIPA/CSA maintenanc price is lowest
NASPO
Item Costs

Implications

5,996.00 NIPA/CSA price is lowest
1,419.00
156.00
1,055.00
467.00
496.00
0.0074 NIPA/CSA maintenance price is lowest
0.0500 NIPA/CSA maintenance price is lowest

3. MAINTENANCE AND SUPPORT FOR COMPUTER AIDED DISPATCH SYSTEM (CAD)
-- EMERGENCY COMMUNICATIONS
FUNDING -- 911 TELEPHONE TAX
(Hardware/Software Maintenance)
#19-2012 S/C #Pending

Annual software maintenance 2/25/2019-2/24/2020
Annual software maintenance 2/25/2020-2/24/2021

Northrop Grumman Systems
Corporation
$160,093.00
$168,098.00
Total
$328,191.00

On the recommendation of Kristen McGovern, on behalf of Emergency Communications,
Richard Powell moved to accept the quote from Northrop Grumman Systems Corporation
(Northrop Grumman) in the amount of $328,191.00. Randy Bargdill seconded the motion.
The motion passed unanimously.
Northrop Grumman is the provider of the Computer Aided Dispatch (CAD) system which is
used to dispatch and track all emergency calls. The system also creates detailed records that are
used to assist in criminal investigations. The CAD system also allows dispatchers to accurately
track the status and location of all field personnel.
Note:
2/25/2017 - 2/24/2018 Annual software maintenance $129,368.25
2/25/2018 - 2/24/2019 Annual software maintenance $138,851.25
Questions and Answers
Russell Leeds: I notice the 2017-2018 and 2018-2019 pricing had an increase of about $9,000.00
each year and the cost increase between 2019-2020 is a little higher. Can you speak as to why
they continue to go up?
Elora Forshee: Through the ten years of maintenance we've had with Northrop Grumman, I
believe it has gone up due to the age of the system and the cost of maintaining that system. It's
been a steady increase over ten years. We expect that to happen with the contract we have in
front of us as well.
Russell Leeds: We anticipate moving to a new CAD system in 2020. Is that correct?
Elora Forshee: 2021 is when we expect implementation of a new CAD system. That's why this
contract was written for two years with an opportunity to extend for two years. We've worked
closely with Legal to see what our ability to back out of it is. At anytime we have a 90 day
notice to provide to them. So whenever we're ready with the CAD system wherever we are in
this maintenance agreement, we can back out and move on with the new system.
Russell Leeds: This will carry us until February 2021 where maybe is the point of
implementation with the new system or if not maybe we'll have to extend briefly?
Elora Forshee: We hope we won't have to extend but we have that option.

Richard Powell: I would certainly support this recommendation. This is one of very many
important tools that Emergency Communications has in their toolbox and all Public Safety
across the county. Even those that are outside of our immediate control are very dependent on
this not only from the standpoint of making sure we have timely responses to calls for service
but also used in the tracking of the calls but in keeping in good contact with those public safety
first responders in the field and also the availability of documentation records for after the fact
needs that may come up in court as evidentiary items or maybe later on in civil litigation and
things like that. It's imperative this particular tool in the toolbox is functional and in good
working order 24/7 every day.
Randy Bargdill: Is this still being paid for out of 911 funds?
Elora Forshee: Yes.
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4. ONBASE MAINTENANCE AND SUPPORT -- INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY AND SUPPORT SERVICES (ITSS)
FUNDING -- DOCUMENT MANAGEMENT
Hardware/Software Maintenance
#19-2006 S/C #8000140019
Konica Minolta Business Solutions USA, Inc.
Maintenance and Support (4/1/2019-3/31/2020)

$177,325.96

On the recommendation of Josh Lauber, on behalf of ITSS, Richard Powell moved to accept the quote from Konica Minolta
Business Solutions USA, Inc. in the amount of $177,325.96. Jennifer Dombaugh seconded the motion. The motion passed
unanimously.
OnBase is the county scanning and document management solution.
Note:
Last year, the county spent $147,833.00 for this support.
Questions and Answers
Richard Powell: As a public safety agency and one who uses OnBase on a daily basis, this is another one of those tools in someone
else's toolbox to support the endeavors of many different county departments who have the need to scan documents and manage
those documents. I would fully support this request.
Russell Leeds: Is OnBase a Hyland product? Am I correct in believing we acquired this through Konica Minolta as the vendor?
Rick Nuss: Hyland is the parent company of the software. They get different vendors we subscribe to. We've had five different
vendors since we've been with Hyland in 2000 and Konica Minolta is our most recent.
Russell Leeds: So they are our current vendor and will provide the support?
Rick Nuss: Yes.
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5. INTERNET CIRCUIT -- INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY AND SUPPORT SERVICES (ITSS) AND DIVISION OF HEALTH
FUNDING -- INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY AND SUPPORT SERVICES
(Single Source)
#19-2010 Contract
Service address: 2716 W. Central Ave.
Description
Metro E-50Mb UNI Intrastate

Cox Business Services
Quantity (months)
Unit Price
36
$675.00
$24,300.00
Total

On the recommendation of Josh Lauber, on behalf of Information Technology and Support Services
(ITSS) and Division of Health, Angela Caudillo moved to accept the quote from Cox Business
Services (Cox) at the rates listed above for thirty-six (36) months. Jennifer Dombaugh seconded
the motion. The motion passed unanimously.
The Division of Health at 2716 W. Central Ave. currently has a 20 megabit per second (Mbps) Cox
Metro Ethernet (Metro-E) connection to the County network. This circuit is shared with Emergency
Medical Service (EMS) Post 1, located next to the Division of Health. Metro Ethernet is an Ethernet
transport network that provides point-to-point or multipoint connectivity services over a metropolitan
area network. Information Technology and Support Services has identified that the usage regularly
reaches the limit for extended periods of time throughout the day reducing the availability of the
network and internet for the Division of Health and EMS.
The current contract with Cox started in January of 2018. This new contract increases the bandwidth
to 50Mbps that will replace the current contract with Cox. Current price is $475.00 per month for the
20Mbps circuit.
Questions and Answers
Russell Leeds: This is not an amendment to an existing contract? This is a new contract for a
different level of service?
Joe Currier: That is correct. This is a new contract that will replace the existing one.
Russell Leeds: Single source?
Joe Currier: Since we're already on contract with Cox, it would be more costly to cancel the contract
we have and to go out for bid than to move forward with this new one.
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6. CABLE SERVICES -- INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY AND SUPPORT SERVICES (ITSS)
FUNDING -- INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY AND SUPPORT SERVICES
(Single Source)
#19-2011 Contract
Description
Proposed contract price:
Cox Business TV Starter (per package)
Cox Business TV Essential Service (per package)
Digital Adapter (per each)

Cox Business Services
Monthly Rate
$3.00
$7.00
$1.99

On the recommendation of Josh Lauber, on behalf of Information Technology and Support Services
(ITSS), Russell Leeds moved to accept the quote from Cox Business Services (Cox) at the rates listed
above for thirty-six (36) months. Richard Powell seconded the motion. The motion passed unanimously.
ITSS has worked with Cox to come up with a cost savings by entering into a 3 year agreement with Cox
for those accounts that have more than four outlets such as the Jail, Courthouse, and Public Safety
building. Initial outlets are free for public safety services, such as a fire station that may have only one
outlet, yet the additional outlets do charge at the full rates.
The county currently has 50 sites with a total of 296 outlets for Cox television. Currently the total bill is
$40,916.04 annually and with this negotiation this price will be reduced to $37,520.04 annually with
locked rates for 3 years. Annually ITSS staff conduct an audit of the television usage with department
contacts based on the attached cable policy created from the Manager’s guidance. ITSS has worked hard
to keep this under the $40,000.00 budget over the past few years since this was implemented. No one has
the ability to add or remove outlets on county accounts outside of ITSS and Accounts Payable.
Note:
The proposed contract will lower the Starter and Essential Service charges by $1.00 monthly respectively
for those accounts that have more than four outlets. This contract will modify 11 accounts with 206 outlets
throughout the county for cost savings of $3,396.00 annually.
Questions and Answers
Russell Leeds: As a single source, we're in a contract that makes it most cost effective to renegotiate?
Joe Currier: Currently we are not in a contract with Cox. Back in 2016 when everything was analog, we
switched over to the digital conversion from Cox. They were going to discontinue our services and we had
to take the digital boxes you see on televisions throughout the area. When we did that, we went out and
evaluated different options be it Dish Network or Direct TV. All of those were extremely more costly than
what we had here and to replace the larger boxes that were associated with those and the familiarity with
the Cox television services in the area.
Angela Caudillo: Under Definitions Tier 2 Services says those in support of Tier 1 are mandated by State
or Federal law. Are there State or Federal laws that require us to provide cable television services? Is that
correct?
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Joe Currier: Colonel Powell do you know of any requirements for the jail? I think there was something
mentioned there or if there are any folks like the Emergency Operation Center that have to have the
capability to get news media or something should an incident occur and then react to it. There may be
some statutes but I'm not familiar with those statutes specifically.
Richard Powell: I don't know if there are Federal mandates but as a management tool, this is one thing we
use television for in the jail facility and of course this is a public safety agency having concern with local
weather, news, etc. In the jail, because of the physical makeup of that building, and the fact we don't
supply an unlimited number of channels for those people we have in custody, it doesn't use that standard
little black converter box that was mentioned you are all familiar with. Because of the requirement to have
a separate line running to each television, in that building you don't run lines inside the jail very easily, we
have a large panel that converts a digital signal down to an analog signal and pushes it out. We have that
finely tuned so it has a limited number of appropriate designed stations made available to the inmate
population. Normally you would have a much wider selection in your own household if you paid for it.
Joe Currier: The jail is considered on this contract. There is a reduction in cost based on that. They bill by
outlet for the digital boxes but for the jail they bill for the entire box that does those conversions. They put
a certain number on there and charge for that. We will see a reduction in that cost as well.
Mike Fessinger: As the attorney in the room, I don't have an answer to your question but I'd be happy to
look at that if the Board wishes me to.
Angela Caudillo: I was just curious since it was mentioned specifically in the policy.
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TV Service
Starter
Essential
Digital Adapter

Qty
11
11
11

Total
Current MRC
$40.00
$80.00
$19.90

Renewal
MRC
$30.00
$70.00
$19.90

HARRY ST

Starter
Essential
Digital Adapter

7
7
7

$24.00
$48.00
$11.94

$18.00
$42.00
$11.94

S

HYDRAULIC ST

Starter
Essential
Digital Adapter

13
13
13

$48.00
$96.00
$23.88

$36.00
$84.00
$23.88

525

N

MAIN ST

Starter
Essential
Digital Adapter

52
52
52

$204.00
$408.00
$101.49

$153.00
$357.00
$101.49

Sedgwick County Emergency Manage

714

N

MAIN ST

Starter
Essential
Digital Adapter
Sports & Inspiration
CB Advanced Reciever

9
9
4
9
4

$32.00
$64.00
$7.96
$11.49
$34.00

$24.00
$56.00
$7.96
$11.49
$34.00

82788401

SEDGWICK CO EMERGENCY COMMUNICAT

714

N

MAIN ST

Starter
Essential
Digital Adapter

6
6
6

$20.00
$40.00
$9.95

$15.00
$35.00
$9.95

9203802

SEDG CO JUVENILE RESI FACILITY

881

S

MINNESOTA AVE

Starter
Essential
Digital Adapter

5
5
5

$16.00
$32.00
$7.96

$12.00
$28.00
$7.96

76266201

SEDGWICK COUNTY/FORENSIC SCIENCE

1109

N

MINNEAPOLIS ST

Starter
Essential
Digital Adapter

5
5
5

$16.00
$32.00
$7.96

$12.00
$28.00
$7.96

85143501

SEDGWICK COUNTY DA COURT

1900

E

MORRIS ST

Starter
Essential
Digital Adapter

7
7
7

$24.00
$48.00
$11.94

$18.00
$42.00
$11.94

12755101

SEDGWICK COUNTY SHERIFF

830

W

STILLWELL ST

Starter
Essential
Digital Adapter

5
5
5

$16.00
$32.00
$7.96

$12.00
$28.00
$7.96

Acct #
35727102

Building Name
SEDGWICK COUNTY CORRECTIONS

Address
622

E

CENTRAL AVE

76696901

SEDGWICK COUNTY WORK RELEASE

701

W

61974701

SEDG CO JUV DETENTION FACILITY

700

84718601

SEDGWICK COUNTY BUILDING
Commissioners/County Manager/Judges/Directors

65967501
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35473701

SEDGWICK COUNTY JAIL

550

N

WICHITA ST

Starter
Essential
Analog Regen Cards

80
80
80

$240.00
$640.00
$159.20

$240.00
$560.00
$159.20

69026701

SEDGWICK COUNTY FIRE STATION 32

7750

N

WILD WEST DR

Starter
Essential
Digital Adapter

6
6
6

$20.00
$40.00
$9.95

$15.00
$35.00
$9.95

206

$2,685.58

$2,375.58

Savings

($310.00)

